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There are times one cannot do destruction rituals. Times like Saturn transits or important breakthroughs in one's life that one shouldn't be dealing with any negative energy. Times like one being severely sick or in a spiritual marathon to reach a higher level. This happens to anyone. So, the purpose of this post is to give some other methods of spiritual warfare that are more of white magick type of warfare, but definitely add up to our cause. I have tried most of them. We need to use our expanded consciousness as a group and our collective intelligence to skip these hard times, help our comrade in need and help our Gods in their cause.

Idea #1:

Let's say you want to do something for the Gods today. You can do a lot. Here is a little bit of what you can do.

Use the Rune Algiz. Inhale white gold energy and mold it into a ball. Impregnate the ball with the Akashic principle. Then after this, vibrate the Rune Algiz into this ball. 15 or 30 or 45 or 60 times. Depending on how much time you have.

Program this ball of protective energy to be under the direct influence of you and Father Satan. Then you can program the ball into something like: "This ball of protective energy from the rune Algiz helps and protects the Satanist in the direst need according to Satan's Will and choice, NOW."

This is just an idea. You just helped somebody.

Idea #2:

We all know our fellows who have dire problems, be it in mental or spiritual health. No problem. You can help someone. Start creating a ball of healing energy from the sun. Then vibrate the rune Uruz or Thurisaz. Like 30 or 60 times into the ball. Impregnate this with the Akashic Principle. Program the ball to be under the direction of Father Satan's Almighty Will and always obey your commands. Then you program it like: "This powerful ball of healing energy heals the person in Satan's family that Father Satan desires to be healed, totally and eternally, NOW!" You, again helped someone. This little work repeated over and over takes much work out of Hell's hands so they can
work onto something else. Get the motto? You're helping in Satan's affairs here.

Idea #3:

Most people are very close to their Guardians. We love our Guardians and most of the time, we are being answered in all our prayers from them. Let's say your Guardian is the beloved God Amon-Ra.

He is my Guardian and He has totally pushed me very much to evolve. We don't talk as much, but I can feel He is always observing me. I know He has helped me by putting His own energy in the line for me. So, about time I give something back, shouldn't I? So, I start creating a ball of my own energy into my hands, Inhale the element of Akasha inside this, make it very dense and vibrate the rune Sol like 80 times into the ball. Then I program the ball of sun energy [Sol is sun energy] to "Permanently empower the God Amon-Ra under Satan's Will!". This may sound so much like something simple, but hey it's better than nothing. Our Gods constantly give and give stuff to us.

Idea #4:

Father Satan is fighting to free our world over years and years and years. His influence is becoming more relevant day after day in this world. This world from rotten is going through a black stage and will reincarnate as the most beautiful Era of Satan. Like a newborn soul.

Imagine our Planet in blue Fire. Try to imagine every person in the world burning in blue fire. This fire killing the kikes, destroying churches and rebuilding our people's soul. Imagine our Races of Black, Chinese and White people reuniting within their own Race. Imagine Riots against the kikes, Imagine Sigils of Father Satan lighting the world, people raising their Serpents. Rebuilding this place. Envision beautiful rivers, people together rebuilding this earth. Flowers flourishing, the sea calm and beautiful. Animals rejoicing in our hands, no longer suffering. Newborn Satanic babies getting born, advanced. No more atrophy, no more pain. Scientific research making our life better, our Gods walking by our side, teaching us. A political system that all people can trust. The day when each and every one of us has a sayand everything is under control. The Age of Space exploration. Where we walk outside proud wearing our Satanic shirts and let our pride shine through our heart. A world without meaningless cruelty.

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/NineteenthKey.html
Start vibrating the Enochian key. This is the last key. The outcome of Father Satan's reign. Imagine as you vibrate this, the Satanic energy becoming dense. When you're done, Affirm: "Satan's rightful Will is becoming more and more powerful every day in the World. People awaken to Satan's Truth, eternally and permanently!"

*******

So, these were some of my own ideas. Just focus on something, and whatever it may be, make sure to make it constant and a part of your daily meditation routine. So that energies will really mean something and have a true impact. To all our Warriors, stay Faithful in Satan and may His light and Serpent guide us eternally.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!
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